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There is growing evidence that interactions between biological molecules (e.g., RNA–RNA, protein–protein, RNA–
protein) place limits on the rate and trajectory of molecular evolution. Here, by extending Kimura’s model of
compensatory evolution at interacting sites, we show that the ratio of transition to transversion substitutions (j) at
interacting sites should be equal to the square of the ratio at independent sites. Because transition mutations generally
occur at a higher rate than transversions, the model predicts that j should be higher at interacting sites than at
independent sites. We tested this prediction in 10 RNA secondary structures by comparing phylogenetically derived
estimates of j in paired sites within stems (jp) and unpaired sites within loops (ju). Eight of the 10 structures showed an
excellent match to the quantitative predictions of the model, and 9 of the 10 structures matched the qualitative prediction
jp . ju. Only the Rev response element from the human immunovirus (HIV) genome showed the reverse pattern, with
jp , ju. Although a variety of evolutionary forces could produce quantitative deviations from the model predictions, the
reversal in magnitude of jp and ju could be achieved only by violating the model assumption that the underlying
transition (or transversion) mutation rates were identical in paired and unpaired regions of the molecule. We explore the
ability of the APOBEC3 enzymes, host defense mechanisms against retroviruses, which induce transition mutations
preferentially in single-stranded regions of the HIV genome, to explain this exception to the rule. Taken as a whole, our
findings suggest that j may have utility as a simple diagnostic to evaluate proposed secondary structures.

Introduction

Compensatory mutations, or mutations that are individ-
ually deleterious but neutral or beneficial in combination,
permit deleterious mutations to be fixed in populations with-
out causing a net fitness loss (Poon and Otto 2000). Exper-
imental evidence from laboratory populations shows that
most deleterious mutations can be compensated by numer-
ous mutations at alternative sites (Burch and Chao 1999;
Poon and Chao 2005) and that fitness recovery following
the fixation of a deleterious mutation most often occurs
via compensatory rather than back mutation (Schrag et al.
1997; Maisnier-Patin et al. 2002; Hoffman et al. 2005).

Kimura developed a population genetics model in
which deleterious and compensatory mutations can arise
within a single genome and occasionally drift to fixation
as a pair (Kimura 1985). Because genomes containing sin-
gle deleterious mutations are not required to become fixed
in this process, pairs of compensatory mutations can be
fixed at an appreciable rate even if their individual delete-
rious effects are large and even in large populations. How-
ever, because the waiting time for both mutations to arise in
the same genome is longer than the waiting time for an in-
dependent neutral mutation to arise, the rate of molecular
evolution is predicted to be lower at compensatory sites
than at independently evolving neutral sites.

The contribution of compensatory mutations to molec-
ular evolution in natural populations has been most thor-
oughly investigated in regions of RNA secondary
structure. RNA secondary structure offers a convenient
model for investigating compensatory evolution because
individual sites are readily identified as independently
evolving (unpaired sites) or involved in a compensatory in-
teraction (stems or paired sites). Compensatory evolution
clearly plays a role in the evolution of these regions because
mutations in stems are generally accompanied by compen-
sating mutations that maintain base pairing in the stem
(Kirby et al. 1995; Wilke et al. 2003; Kern and Kondrashov
2004). As predicted by Kimura’s compensatory neutral
model, the rates of substitution at compensatory sites are
decreased relative to those at independent sites in RNA sec-
ondary structures (Stephan 1996; Innan and Stephan 2001),
with few exceptions (Wang and Hickey 2002). In fact, this
difference in substitution rates at compensatory and inde-
pendent sites has been used to predict secondary structure
(Muse 1995; Pedersen et al. 2004).

In addition to the slowdown in molecular evolution
predicted at compensatory sites, inherent differences in rates
are also expected to be exaggerated at paired sites in RNA.
Specifically, we expect the ratio of transitions to transver-
sions to be exaggerated in the pairing regions. This expec-
tation is derived from the biochemical constraints of base
pairing, where a transition mutation can only be compen-
sated by another transition and likewise for transversions.
Because transitions occur more frequently than transver-
sions (reviewed in Wakeley 1996), transitions will be com-
pensated more quickly than transversions, resulting in an
elevated transition:transversion rate ratio (j) at paired sites.

Here, by extending Kimura’s model specifically to
molecular evolution in RNA secondary structures, we make
the prediction that the transition to transversion substitution
rate ratio (j) at paired sites should be the square of that for
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unpaired sites, all other factors being equal. We tested this
prediction in 10 functionally and taxonomically diverse
RNA molecules and found common, but not universal,
quantitative agreement with the model. The prediction that
we test may be useful in increasing the accuracy of methods
of RNA secondary structure prediction.

Kimura’s Model of Compensatory Neutral Evolution

Following Kimura (1985), we consider the substitu-
tion process at a pair of loci involved in a compensatory
interaction in a diploid population of size N (equivalent re-
sults are obtained for a haploid population of size 2N). Let l
represent the rate of mutation from the wild type to the mu-
tated allele at both loci and ignore back mutation by assum-
ing that selection is sufficiently strong to keep both
mutations at a low enough frequency that back mutations
are improbable. Selection is assumed to act equivalently on
mutations at both sites, so that the fitness of genomes con-
taining either of the 2 mutations is 1 � s. Because the 2
mutations are involved in a compensatory interaction, how-
ever, the fitness of genomes that contain both mutations is
equivalent to the wild type (i.e., fitness 5 1). Finally, we
assume that the loci are sufficiently close together that re-
combination between them can be ignored. Recombination
is minimal in RNA secondary structures of small to mod-
erate size (Parsch et al. 2000). Moreover, although recom-
bination is known to slow down the rate of compensatory
evolution (Higgs 1998), it does not measurably affect the
predictions we lay out below (data not shown: Using data
from table 1 in Innan and Stephan [2001], we constructed
rate ratios of time for compensatory evolution at 2 different
classes of nucleotide sites that had different mutation rates
but experienced equal amounts of recombination and found
that recombination had a minimal affect on this ratio). In
Kimura’s model, the deleterious mutations are assumed
to be present initially at an equilibrium frequency deter-
mined by the balance between mutation and selection.
At this equilibrium, the expected number of alleles carrying
either of the 2 deleterious mutations is 4Nl/s. Compensat-
ing mutations are assumed to arise in genomes that already
carry an initial deleterious mutation at rate l, and the prob-

ability that the newly arisen linked pair of mutations drifts
to fixation in the population is 1=2N. Combining these ef-
fects, the rate at which compensatory substitutions are in-
troduced at a pair of sites is

dC 5

�
4Nl
s

�
� l �

�
1

2N

�
5

2l2

s
: ð1Þ

Equation (1) is equivalent to equation (8b) of the bidirec-
tional, symmetric model of Stephan (1996). We can com-
pare this compensatory substitution rate to the expectation
at independently evolving neutral sites (Kimura 1985):

dI 5 2Nl �
�

1

2N

�
5 l: ð2Þ

Now we consider evolution in 2 classes of sites—one
class in which both sites participating in the compensatory
interaction mutate at a faster rate l1 and one class in which
both sites mutate at a slower rate l2. We find that the ratio of
the substitution rate between the 2 classes of sites:

dC;1
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is the square of the ratio at independently evolving neutral
sites
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To adapt this scenario to the evolution of RNA second-
ary structures, we make use of the widespread observation
that transition mutations (purine-to-purine or pyrimidine-
to-pyrimidine) are generally more common than transver-
sion mutations. Furthermore, we note that a transition
mutation in one side of an RNA stem structure can only
be compensated by another transition mutation and likewise
for transversions. Thus, we expect 2 rates of compensatory
evolution, one for transitions (dC;Ti52l2

Ti

�
s) and another

for transversions (dC;Tv52l2
Tv

�
s). By assuming that selec-

tion against both types of deleterious intermediates acts
with the same strength, we predict that the rate ratio of

Table 1
RNA Secondary Structures Analyzed

Structure C/N Organism Source of Sequences

RRE C HIV Los Alamos HIV Database (http://hiv-web.lanl.gov/content/index)a

IRES N Pestivirus Viral RNA Structure Database (http://rna.tbi.univie.ac.at/cgi-bin/virusdb.cgi)
CREb C Hepatitis C Los Alamos HCV database (http://hcv.lanl.gov/content/hcv-db/index)
5S rRNA N Firmicutes bacteria 5S ribosomal RNA database (http://www.man.poznan.pl/5SData/)
16S rRNA N Bacteria Comparative RNA Web site http://www.rna.ccbb.utexas.edu
23S rRNA N Bacteria Comparative RNA Web site http://www.rna.ccbb.utexas.edu
tRNAc N Amphibian mitochondria Organellar Genome Retrieval system (http://drake.physics.mcmaster.ca/ogre/)
tRNAc N Mammalian mitochondria Organellar Genome Retrieval system (http://drake.physics.mcmaster.ca/ogre/)
12S rRNA N Mammalian mitochondria GenBank (AB074968, AY172335, U33494–UU3948)
RnaseP N Mammals RNaseP database (http://www.mbio.ncsu.edu/RNaseP/home.html)

NOTE.—C, coding; N, noncoding.
a Only one sequence per patient was used.
b The sequences used were nonrecombinant, nonrelated type 1 HCV NS5B sequences (positions 7394–9170 of reference sequence M62321).
c The tRNAs analyzed were a concatenated alignment of tRNA^ Ala, tRNA^ Cys, tRNA^ Glu, tRNA^ Asn, tRNA^ Gln, and tRNA^ Tyr.
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transition to transversion substitutions (j) in paired regions
of RNA secondary structure (stems) should be:

jp 5
dC;Ti

dC;Tv

5

�
lTi

lTv

�2

; ð5Þ

which is again the square of the rate ratio in unpaired re-
gions (loops):

ju 5
dI;Ti

dI;Tv

5
lTi

lTv

: ð6Þ

Methods

To test the predictions of the model, we selected 10
RNA molecules with well-documented secondary struc-
tures for which a large number of diverse sequences are
available. The structures used here were predicted from
comparative sequence analyses (12S rRNA, 5S rRNA,
and tRNAs), experimental evidence (Rev response element
[RRE]), or both (RNase P, internal ribosome entry site
[IRES], cis-acting replication element [CRE], 16S, and
23S rRNA). For each set of sequences, an alignment and
phylogeny were inferred. The value of j was then estimated
for paired versus unpaired sites, and a test was performed to
determine if these 2 values differed significantly.

Sources of Sequence Data and Secondary Structures

Sequences were obtained from a variety of sources, as
listed in table 1. For each molecule, sequence positions were
classified as either paired or unpaired. In most cases, we used
structures reported in the literature: RRE (Phuphuakrat and
Auewarakul 2003), CRE (Tuplin et al. 2002, 2004), and 12S
rRNA (Springer et al. 1995). Structures for IRES, 5S rRNA
(Fox and Woese 1975), and RNase P (Haas et al. 1991) were
obtained, respectively, from the Viral RNA Structure Data-
base (Thurner et al. 2004), the 5S Ribosomal RNA Database
(Szymanski et al. 2002), and the RNase P database (http://
www.mbio.ncsu.edu/RNaseP/home.html) (Brown 1999;
Harris et al. 2001). The 16S and 23S rRNA structures were
obtained from the comparative RNA Web site (http://
www.rna.ccbb.utexas.edu), and sites were assigned second-
ary structure positions according to the reference sequence—
Escherichia coli (J01695) (Cannone et al. 2002). Finally,
tRNA structures were obtained using Mfold v3.0 (http://
bioweb.pasteur.fr/seqanal/interfaces/mfold-simple.html) (Zuker
2003) with manual adjustments to fit the canonical model
described in Sprinzl et al. (1998).

Alignment and Phylogenetic Inference

The sequences were either obtained having already
been aligned or aligned de novo in ClustalW (Chenna et al.
2003) or MAFFT (Katoh et al. 2005). We constructed phy-
logenies in MrBayes v3.1.2 (Huelsenbeck and Ronquist
2001). In order to constrain parameter values as little as pos-
sible,weusedtheGeneralTimeReversible(GTR)þgammaþ
invariant model of nucleotide substitution and set the re-

maining parameters at their default value. For IRES, 5S
rRNA, and RNase P alignments 100,000 generations with
a10%(10,000generations)burn-inwassufficient forconver-
gence. For the 16S and 23S rRNA alignments, convergence
was achieved in 250,000 generations with a 50% burn-in. For
the 12S rRNA alignment and the mitochondrial alignments,
convergence was achieved in 500,000 generations with
a 10% and 20% burn-in, respectively. For the CRE and
RREalignments, convergencewasachievedin1milliongen-
erations with a 20% and 50% burn-in, respectively. Three in-
dependent runs were conducted for each alignment, and the
log likelihood values of these runs were compared to confirm
that the chains converged on the same posterior distribution.
The consensus tree was obtained by majority rule. There was
no evidence of saturation as the distance from root to tip was
,1 in all phylogenies.

In 4 cases, we were unable to use all the available se-
quences because either the phylogenetic method did not
converge (RRE), the resulting phylogenetic tree was poorly
supported (5S rRNA), or the time required for the phylo-
genetic method was excessive (16S and 23S rRNA). In
the case of RRE, we used an arbitrary subset of 199 of
the available sequences. In the case of 5S rRNA, we chose
sequences from 2 genera (Bacillus and Clostridium) because
the phylogeny built from these sequences achieved conver-
gence. For 16S and 23S rRNA, we trimmed the sequence
alignment to 94 and 100 sequences, respectively, by choosing
every 10th sequence from the highly refined seed alignment
downloaded from the comparative RNA Web site.

The alignments and trees for each molecule have been
uploaded to Dryad (http://hdl.handle.net/10255/dryad.162).

Estimation of Substitution Rate Parameters

We used the program HyPhy (Kosakovsky Pond
et al. 2005) to estimate j separately for paired and un-
paired regions of each molecule. We incorporated rate het-
erogeneity with a discretized gamma distribution of
mutation rates (4 rate classes) and used the HKY85 model
of nucleotide substitution (Hasegawa et al. 1985), which
allows for unequal base frequencies, one substitution rate
for all transitions, and one for all transversions. We chose
this model in order to obtain a single estimate for the tran-
sition–transversion rate ratio (j) with reasonably small
confidence intervals (CIs), even though it is not necessar-
ily the best fit for each alignment (see below). For each
alignment, we report j and the approximate 95% CIs de-
rived from the Fisher information matrix. Parameter esti-
mates of j are expected to be robust to minor errors in tree
topology (Hillis 1999).

We also investigated whether the HKY85 model,
which allows a single rate for all transitions and a single
rate for all transversions, gives a reasonable approximation
of the observed substitution patterns. For each alignment,
we found the best nucleotide substitution model using
the model-testing procedure implemented in HyPhy
(Kosakovsky Pond et al. 2005), which is based on that
of ModelTest (Posada and Crandall 2001). We fit models
with discrete gamma distributed rate variation and a fraction
of invariant sites.
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Tests of Predictions

Likelihood ratio tests were used to decide whether the
data support estimation of a separate j for paired and un-
paired regions. Formally,

HO: j5 jp 5 ju and

HA: jp 6¼ ju;
ð6Þ

where j is the transition–transversion ratio estimated from
the entire molecule, jp is the transition–transversion ratio
estimated from an analysis of paired positions only, and
ju is the transition–transversion ratio estimated from an
analysis of unpaired positions only. We calculated a test
statistic, k, for each alignment in the following way:

k5 � 2
�
lnLj �

�
lnLjp þ lnLju

��
: ð7Þ

The statistical significance of k was evaluated assuming
a v2 distribution with one degree of freedom. For each mol-
ecule (or alignment), the likelihood values were calculated
by holding constant the phylogenetic tree and the rate var-
iation parameter a (estimated from the complete molecule).
Only the parameter values of the nucleotide substitution
model (HKY85) were allowed to vary.

Results

We tested the prediction that compensatory evolution
in regions of RNA secondary structure should result in the
transition to transversion rate ratio (j) at paired sites being
the square of that at unpaired sites by examining 10 differ-
ent RNA secondary structures. These molecules were se-
lected from a diverse group of organisms: viruses,
bacteria, amphibians, and mammals (table 1). In order to
accurately estimate j, we used alignments that had at least
20 variable paired and 20 variable unpaired sites and for
which the secondary structure was known to be conserved
and functionally important. The alignments had varying

amounts of sequence diversity (table 2) and complexity
of secondary structures (fig. 1) ranging from relatively sim-
ple tRNAs with 3 stem-loops to the 12S rRNA with approx-
imately 20 stem-loops. In addition, 2 of the alignments (16S
and 23S rRNA) showed significantly more diversity among
paired sites (stems) than unpaired sites (loops), consistent
with previous studies that reported lineage-specific eleva-
tions of substitution rates in paired as compared with un-
paired regions among archaea and bacteria RNA
secondary structures (Smit et al. 2007).

Testing Kimura’s Model of Compensatory Evolution

Our approach assumes that transition substitution rates
(G 4 A, C 4 T) are more similar to each other than they
are to transversion substitution rates, and vice versa, and
that the 2 rates differ substantially. To examine these as-
sumptions, we used a model-testing procedure that allowed
any combination of the 6 time-reversible substitution rates
(see Methods) to find the best-fitting nucleotide substitution
model for each alignment. The best-fit models are shown in
figure 2. Although the HKY85 model, which specifies one
rate for transitions and one rate for transversions, was not
statistically the best-fit model for any alignment (as deter-
mined by Akaike Information Criterion scores), the best-fit
models did show differences between transition and trans-
version rates, and transition rates were almost universally
more similar to each other than to transversion rates. Only
in the case of the 5S rRNA, alignment was one of the trans-
version rates (A 4 T) similar to the transition rates. Thus, it
is justifiable to use the HKY85 model as a reasonable ap-
proximation for the purposes of comparing estimates of j.

We estimated j in 2 ways. First, we considered the
molecule as a whole and estimated a single j to describe
all sites (paired and unpaired). Second, we divided the mol-
ecule into paired and unpaired sites and estimated jp from
all paired sites and ju from all unpaired sites. Nine of the 10
structures showed jp . ju (fig. 3), qualitatively supporting

Table 2
Description of Variation in Sequence Alignments

Structure No. Taxa

No. Sitesa Diversityb

Overall Stems Loops Stems Loops

RRE 199 231 (140) 161 (91) 70 (49) 0.01c 0.04c

IRES 11 347 (162) 198 (92) 149 (70) 0.27 0.27
CRE 98 255 (119) 189 (72) 66 (45) 0.05 0.08
5S rRNA 15 117 (86) 73 (61) 44 (25) 0.27 0.27
16S rRNAd 94 1542 (972) 936 (688) 606 (304) 0.23c 0.11c

23S rRNAd 100 2904 (2102) 1684 (1377) 1220 (752) 0.29c 0.14c

A tRNA 40 414 (344) 266 (224) 148 (120) 0.20 0.19
M tRNA 40 419 (187) 243 (98) 176 (89) 0.05c 0.15c

12S rRNAe 7 930 (406) 457 (173) 473 (233) 0.29c 0.43c

RNase Pf 10 229 (106) 129 (72) 100 (34) 0.20 0.30

a Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of variable positions.
b Diversity was calculated as the median across all positions of the fraction of taxa different from the consensus nucleotide. Majority nucleotide is designated as

consensus. Gaps do not change the consensus. In the case of a tie, an ambiguity character is reported as consensus and the number of differences from consensus is counted

as the total number minus the number of one of the types of the majority character.
c Significantly different by a Wilcoxon rank sum test (P value , 0.01). The null hypothesis for this test is that diversity at stem positions is not significantly different

from diversity at loop positions.
d Sites not present in the reference sequence (Escherichia coli: J01695) were removed from the alignment.
e Excluding the region between stem 38 and its complement 38#, which is highly variable and difficult to align.
f Excluding loops P3, P9, P10, P15.1, and P18, which are highly variable in length and are difficult to align.
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the prediction of Kimura’s model. Only the RRE structure
showed jp , ju. Likelihood ratio tests (see Methods for
details) led to rejection of HO: j 5 jp 5 ju in favor of
HA: jp 6¼ ju for all 10 molecules at P , 0.0001 (table 3).

We also examined the quantitative fit of the esti-
mates to the model predictions. A visual inspection of
figure 3 confirms the close match of most structures
to the expectation that jp5j2

u. For 8 structures (12S

FIG. 1.—RNA secondary structures. Representative (A) mitochondrial tRNA for asparagine (from mammalian); (B) mitochondrial tRNA for
glutamine (from amphibian); (C) 5s rRNA; (D) RNaseP (shown is the sequence of Bacillus brevis)—black bars represent a pseudoknot; (E) RRE from
HIV-1; (F) IRES; (G) CRE; (H) 12s rRNA (shown is the sequence of Bos taurus). The secondary structures of 16S and 23S rRNA can be found in
Cannone et al. (2002).
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rRNA, 5S rRNA, 16S rRNA, 23S rRNA, amphibian
tRNAs, RNase P, IRES, and CRE), estimates of jp

cannot be statistically distinguished from j2
u, that is,

95% CIs estimated from the Fisher Information matrix

overlap the jp5j2
u line. Only the human immunovirus

(HIV) RRE structure, and to a lesser extent the mam-
malian tRNAs, deviate significantly from the model
prediction.

FIG. 1.—(Continued)
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Substitution Patterns in RRE

We examined 3 possible explanations for the surpris-
ing result that jp , ju in RRE. First, because both the RRE
and CRE secondary structures occur within coding regions,
we examined the possibility that the difference between jp

and ju is diminished by selection on the protein sequence.
We recalculated jp and ju for both molecules using only
data from 4-fold degenerate sites in paired and unpaired re-
gions. In CRE, the presence of codons affects the estimates
in the predicted direction (4-fold degenerate sites:
jp5j2:89

u ; all sites: jp5j1:45
u ), though the 4-fold sites over-

shoot the predicted pattern. We had less power to compare
4-fold degenerate sites at the paired and unpaired sites of
RRE because there were too few 4-fold degenerate unpaired
sites, and there was insufficient sequence variability at these
sites. However, the 4-fold degenerate paired sites did show

a higher jp (jp 5 7.61 with 95% CI [4.79–18.48]) than the
paired sites as a whole (jp 5 4.21 with 95% CI [3.51–
5.28]). This suggests that the presence of protein-coding
constraints does impede compensatory evolution at paired
sites in RNA secondary structures, although it does not ex-
plain why ju would be ‘‘greater’’ than jp in RRE.

Second, we examined the possibility that we had used
a nonrepresentative sample of RRE sequences. To confirm
that the observed substitution patterns in RRE were not spe-
cific to the particular set of HIV sequences we examined
(which were all derived from subtype B), we estimated
jp and ju from 2 additional RRE alignments of sequences
drawn from higher taxonomic levels: sequences from dif-
ferent subtypes (1 sequence each from A, B, C, F, G, H, J,
and K) and sequences from different groups (1–2 sequences
each from M, N, and O) of HIV. In both these alignments,
the results were qualitatively similar to those for subtype B:
ju was significantly higher than jp (table 4).

Third, we considered whether the RRE estimates were
disproportionately influenced by a portion of the molecule
that experiences a type of selection that differs from the
molecule as a whole. We systematically removed each
stem-loop of RRE and reestimated jp and ju for the result-
ing partial structures. The jp and ju estimates were quali-
tatively similar for all these partial structures (table 5).

FIG. 2.—Best-fit nucleotide substitution models for each alignment. Shown is a cartoon illustration of the rate categories of the best-fit nucleotide
substitution models for each molecule. Within a molecule, rates were scaled to the maximum rate (black). Diagonal lines depict transitions; the edges of
the square depict transversions. The HKY85 model, which was used for the rate ratios reported throughout this article, is shown for comparison on
the right.

FIG. 3.—Transition–transversion rate ratios (j) for each alignment.
The dotted line represents a 1:1 relationship between jp and ju. The solid
line represents the predicted relationship jp5j2

u. Note that the CRE data
point is from the analysis of 4-fold degenerate sites in paired and unpaired
regions.

Table 3
Transition–Transversion Rate Ratios (jp)

Structure j jp ju k

RRE 5.19 4.21 9.01 546.05a

IRES 6.50 15.34 3.60 73.46a

CRE 12.52 22.36 2.93 177.32a

5S rRNA 3.70 4.44 2.82 35.05a

16S rRNA 3.24 3.79 2.02 665.64a

23S rRNA 2.57 3.06 1.71 1281.71a

A tRNA 6.04 9.48 3.30 204.73a

M tRNA 11.98 18.78 9.65 122.24a

12S rRNA 3.90 6.69 2.83 131.93a

RNase P 2.98 4.86 1.30 59.21a

a LRT value significant at P , 0.0001
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Discussion

We have extended Kimura’s population genetics
model of compensatory evolution to make the prediction
that substitution rate variation due to underlying mutation
rate differences is exaggerated by compensatory interac-
tions. We made use of the fact that transition rates generally
exceed transversion rates to test this prediction in regions of
RNA secondary structure. Specifically, we predict that j,
the ratio of transition to transversion substitutions, should
be higher in paired than in unpaired regions. Nine of the
10 RNA secondary structures we examined confirmed this
qualitative prediction. Moreover, 8 of the 10 structures
(RNase P, 5S rRNA, 16S rRNA, 20S rRNA, IRES, tRNA
A, 12S rRNA, and CRE) closely matched the quantitative
prediction that the ratio in paired regions should be the
square of the ratio in unpaired regions (i.e., jp5j2

u).
Remarkably, we observed a close quantitative match

even in sequence alignments where we had an a priori rea-
son to believe that model assumptions were violated. Align-
ments that showed more diversity among paired sites
(stems) than unpaired sites (loops), in which selection
may have been acting on the RNA primary sequence to con-
strain evolution in loops (Smit et al. 2007), nonetheless
showed a close match to the model prediction. Finally,
the model prediction appears robust to the amount of signal
in the sequence data, in that sequence alignments with both
low and high amounts of sequence diversity performed
equally well in our analysis.

Implications for RNA Secondary Structure Prediction

The close match to the jp5j2
u expectation in most

structures confirms the role of compensatory interactions
in the molecular evolution of RNA secondary structures
and suggests the use of the transition to transversion rate
ratio, j, as a simple diagnostic to evaluate proposed second-
ary structures. In addition, the observed large deviations
from the neutral expectation jp5ju should make substitu-
tion rate variation a useful tool for structure prediction. In-
deed, recently developed methods for predicting RNA
secondary structure from sequence data capitalize on the
expectation that substitution rates should be lower at paired
than unpaired sites (Muse 1995; Pedersen et al. 2004).
These methods have been shown to be as strong or stronger
in validating known structures and predicting new ones
than previous methods (Muse 1995; Parsch et al. 2000;
Pedersen et al. 2004).

Our results can be used to refine these methods for sec-
ondary structure prediction by providing an exact expectation

for the ratio of different classes of substitution at unpaired
and paired sites. In particular, we find that jp � j2

u because
transversions are suppressed in stems to a greater extent than
transitions (i.e., dC;Tv

�
dI;Tv,dC;Ti

�
dI;Ti). By contrast, the

secondary structure prediction method of Muse (1995) as-
sumes that transition and transversion rates are equally (mul-
tiplicatively) reduced in stems. The secondary structure
prediction method of Pedersen et al. (2004) uses empirically
measured substitution patterns in known stems to estimate
transition and transversion rates; that is, it allows jp 6¼ ju,
but the measure of jp is specified identically for all structures
in all organisms.

Structures not Explained by the Model

Although most structures showed a good fit to the
model predictions, 2 structures deviated either quantita-
tively (mammalian tRNAs) or qualitatively (RRE). We
were particularly puzzled by the observation that the rela-
tive magnitude of the rate ratios in RRE was reversed from
the model prediction, so that jp , ju. The only feature that
the 2 molecules share is a high ju value compared with the
others. However, a high ratio of the underlying mutation
rates lTi to lTv does not, in itself, violate the model’s as-
sumptions. Here, we consider how the assumptions of the
model could be violated in a way that preferentially elevates
ju, with a particular focus on mechanisms that could ex-
plain the observation in RRE that jp,ju.

The model assumes that 1) the only factor that differs
among sites is their paired or unpaired status within the
RNA secondary structure, 2) recombination is infrequent,
and 3) the underlying mutation rate lTi is the same in paired
and unpaired regions and likewise for lTv. Violations of the
first 2 assumptions appear to have had only minor effects on
our estimates of ju and jp. Coding regions cause additional
selective differences among sites, and the presence of co-
dons was shown to affect the estimates of j for CRE and
RRE, but the size of the effect was not sufficient to explain
a reversal of the relative magnitudes of ju and jp in RRE.
Recombination between HIV genomes of the same or very
closely related genotypes will minimally affect ju and jp.
Recombination between divergent genotypes may have
a greater effect on ju and jp, but the frequency of this process
is controversial and is believed to be low (Smith et al. 2005).

In contrast, violation of the third assumption that the
underlying mutation rate lTi is the same in paired and

Table 4
Transition–Transversion Rate Ratios (j) for RRE alignments
at Different Taxonomic Levels

RRE alignment jp
a jp

a

Subtype B 4.21 (3.51–5.28) 9.01 (7.25–11.89)
Subtypes 2.10 (1.45–3.09) 7.26 (3.88–15.09)
Groups 5.56 (3.21–10.46) 15.96 (7.00–46.29)

a 95% CIs in parentheses.

Table 5
Transition–Transversion Rate Ratios (j) for Partial RRE
Structures

Removal of RRE stem-loopa jp
b jp

b

Nonec 4.21 (3.51–5.28) 9.01 (7.25–11.89)
I 4.70 (3.67–6.54) 8.03 (6.38–10.77)
II 5.43 (4.37–7.19) 9.73 (7.40–14.17)
III 3.36 (2.78–4.24) 8.18 (6.55–10.92)
IV 4.47 (3.70–5.66) 11.21 (8.77–15.51)
V 4.02 (3.34–5.05) 8.35 (6.70–11.07)

a See figure 1.
b 95% CIs in parentheses.
c See table 3.
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unpaired regions (and likewise for lTv) may provide a plau-
sible explanation even for the observation that jp , ju. In
RRE, we identified a potential mechanism for raising the
transition mutation rate in unpaired regions of the ge-
nome—the host cytosine deaminating enzyme family APO-
BEC3. After entering a host cell, the HIV RNA genome is
reverse transcribed into single-stranded DNA prior to incor-
poration into the host’s genome. During this process, the
unpaired regions in the DNA genome (including RRE)
are vulnerable to the action of APOBEC3G/F, which pref-
erentially deaminates C to T (a transition) within specific
motifs in unpaired regions of retroviral DNA. These muta-
tions are observed as G to A transitions on the resulting
plus-strand genome of HIV (Harris and Liddament
2004). The unpaired motifs are, thus, predicted to experi-
ence an elevated lTi, which would explain the reversal of ju

and jp in RRE. Our strongest test of this hypothesis comes
from an examination of the sequence alignments in which
adenine is overrepresented in unpaired regions (;40%) of
RRE compared with paired regions (;19%), consistent
with the preferential action of APOBEC3 on unpaired sites.
In contrast, we did not find evidence that the APOBEC3 F
and G target motifs GA and GG were underrepresented in
unpaired regions or that the G 4 A substitution rate was
elevated in unpaired regions compared with the C 4 T rate
(data not shown). However, the power of the latter tests was
limited by the small statistical power associated with assess-
ing dinucleotide frequencies and the inability to specify the
G / A substitution rate separately from the A / G rate in
the GTR substitution model used here. Together, we take
these results to provide at least some support for the hypoth-
esis that the action of the APOBEC enzymes on the minus
single-stranded DNA containing some secondary structure
caused an elevation of lTi in unpaired sites, explaining the
observation in RRE that jp , ju. However, a rigorous test
of this hypothesis would require a more detailed analysis of
molecular evolution across the HIV genome.

Implications for Secondary Structure Evolution

Extending Kimura’s model of compensatory evolution
allowed the successful quantitative prediction of substitu-
tion rates (Stephan 1996; Innan and Stephan 2001) and rate
variation (our study) in RNA secondary structures. The suc-
cess of these predictions confirms the existence of strong
constraints on both nucleotide substitutions and structural
evolution in these molecules. If nucleotide substitutions
in RNA secondary structures were not constrained by com-
pensatory interactions, but often proceeded by a neutral
process, we would expect the difference between estimates
of ju and jp to be smaller than the model prediction jp5j2

u
and to approach the neutral expectation jp 5 ju. Similarly,
structural evolution would cause some sites that are paired
in the reference sequence to be unpaired in nonreference
sequences, and vice versa, resulting in a smaller difference
between estimates of ju and jp than predicted by the model.
Thus, the close quantitative agreement with the model for
most molecules confirms that substitution rates in second-
ary structures have been governed by a history of compen-
satory evolution and suggests that there has been little

structural evolution in these molecules even over long evo-
lutionary time periods.
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